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The RNA genome of the hepatitis C virus (HCV) contains an
internal ribosome entry site (IRES), which binds to the host-
cell 40S ribosomal subunit and initiates protein translation in
the absence of most initiation factors.[1,2] Recruitment of the
ribosomal subunit to the HCV RNA is driven by the high
affinity of the IRES–40S interaction.[3] The IRES sequence
adopts a highly ordered secondary structure (Figure 1 a).[4]

The three-dimensional architecture of the IRES is dominated
by independently folding RNA domains.[5] Structures of
IRES–40S complexes have been studied by cryo-electron
microscopy (cryo-EM) revealing the overall shape of the
RNA.[6,7] Higher-resolution structures of individual subdo-
mains, including II[8] and IIIa–e,[9–12] have been determined by
crystallography and NMR spectroscopy. Cryo-EM studies
revealed that the domain II, which plays an important
structural role in HCV translation,[13] adopts an L-shaped
conformation that directs the apical hairpin loop IIb to
overlap with the ribosomal E site in the proximity of the
P site.[6] Binding of domain II induces a conformational
change in the 40S head[7] and closes the messenger RNA
(mRNA) binding cleft.[6] NMR studies suggested that sub-
domain IIa might be a flexible hinge whose bent state is
stabilized by binding of divalent metal ions.[8]

To investigate the molecular architecture of the IRES
domain II kink and its metal-ion-dependent stabilization, we
have used X-ray crystallography and structure-guided incor-
poration of fluorescent labels. For X-ray crystal structure
determination (see Figure S4 and Table S1 in the Supporting
Information), an oligonucleotide (IIa-1) was used that con-
tained residues 49–69 and 100–115 of the HCV IRES
(Figure 1). The overall structure of the RNA revealed a
bent architecture for the IIa subdomain. The two stems that
are flanking the internal bulge are arranged at a right angle
(Figure 1b).[14]

The upper stem (residues 58–69/100–110) forms a con-
tinuous helix that contains both standard and noncanonical
base pairs that adopt cis-Watson–Crick geometries. U106 is

looped out from the stem to allow continuous stacking of the
flanking base pairs. The arrangement of residues of the
internal bulge introduces a right-angled bend in the RNA
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Figure 1. a) Secondary structure of the HCV 5’-nontranslated region
that contains the IRES element and the subdomain IIa-1 construct
used for crystallization and fluorescence labeling. The position of the
IIa-1 construct within the IRES is indicated by a box. The nucleotides
shown in red were changed in the construct from the HCV (genotype
1b) sequence to improve RNA stability. Non-Watson–Crick base pairs
are indicated by “o” symbols. The numbering scheme for the construct
has been adopted from the full HCV RNA. b) The three-dimensional
structure of the IIa-1 RNA. Positions of metal ions are shown as
spheres (Mg2+ green; Mn2+ magenta).
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between the base pairs G52–C111 and C58–G110 that is
stabilized by a combination of base stacking, hydrogen
bonding, and metal-ion participation (see Figure 2 and
Figure S5 in the Supporting Information). The bases of A53,
A54, and C55 extend the lower stem into the bend by
continuously stacking on the G52–C111 pair. A57 is oriented

perpendicular to C55 and stacks on C58 in an extension of the
upper stem. The connecting residue U56 is looped out from
the RNA with the uridine base packed against the ribose of
A57. NMR spectroscopic studies suggest that, in solution,
different conformations may exist for U56.[8]

The perpendicular arrangement of base pairs G52–C111
and C58–G110 is locked in place by two metal ions and four
hydrogen bonds. A right-angled kink in the backbone
between residues C55 and A57 is stabilized by interaction
of the 2’-OH group of C55 with both the N6 amino group and
N7 atom of the A57 Hoogsteen edge (Figure 2a). In the other
strand, the 908 angle between the bases of G110 and C111 is

arrested by hydrogen bonds between the N4 amino group of
C111 and the G110 phosphate group as well as the O4’ atom
of C111 and the G111 2’-OH group.

The overall bend in the IIa subdomain has also been
observed in the NMR spectroscopic structure.[8] The predom-
inance of the bent architecture of subdomain IIa RNA both in
the crystal and in solution indicate that, in the presence of
divalent metal ions, the internal bulge constitutes a highly
stable structural motif.

Two essential structural features of the IIa subdomain, the
bend at the internal bulge, and the looped-out residue U106
are stabilized by divalent metal ions.[15] In the crystal, two
Mn2+ ions, which can replace Mg2+,[16] were bound at the
internal bulge, each forming at least one direct interaction
with the RNA strand (Figure 2). The binding site Mn1
organizes the RNA structure at the center of the bend by
providing an anchor at the interface of the upper and lower
stems. Consecutive residues A54 and C55 in the lower stem as
well as A109 and G110 in the upper stem are pulled together
by the cation Mn1 in a perpendicular orientation. Additional
stabilization is provided by the metal site Mn2, which locks
A53 in place as a stacking platform for A54 and C55. Thus,
what would be a conformationally labile stack of single-
stranded residues (A53–C55) is rigidified by metal ions bound
at Mn1 and Mn2.

In the upper stem, a Mg2+ ion at site Mg1 (Figure 1b and
Table S2 in the Supporting Information) facilitates looping
out of U106, which in turn allows continuous stacking of the
flanking base pairs G105–C62 and G107–U61. The expulsion
of U106 from the double helix leads to rotation of the G107
phosphate group, which, by interaction with Mg1, is locked
facing the inside of the RNA major groove (see Figure S6 in
the Supporting Information). A second Mg2+ ion, Mg2, is
found at the Hoogsteen edge of a guanine (G49), a well-
known binding site for divalent cations.[17, 18]

The crystal structure suggests that metal-ion binding sites
are key to the bent functional architecture of the IRES
subdomain IIa. We next investigated the interaction of the
RNA molecule with metal ions in solution by using UV
absorption spectroscopy and fluorescent labeling. Thermal
denaturation curves[19] of the double-stranded construct IIa-1
in the absence and presence of metal ions (see Figure S7 in
the Supporting Information) show that the stability of the
RNA was greatly increased in the presence of Mg2+, suggest-
ing tight binding of cations at specific sites that contribute to
stabilization of the RNA fold. In contrast, monovalent K+,
even at a 10-fold-higher concentration, caused only a small
shift in the denaturation curve, in agreement with general
stabilization of the RNA by diffusely bound cations.[16]

Introduction of the fluorescent base analogue 2-amino-
purine (2AP)[20–22] allowed us to monitor and quantify binding
of cations in solution. Our rationale for the experiments was
that metal-induced structure formation in the IIa-1 RNA
would lead to changes in the fluorescent state of the 2AP
label. Hence, quantification of fluorescence curves recorded
over titrations with metal ions would allow us to determine
cation binding affinities.

Based on their proximity to the key metal site, Mn1
(Figure 2a) and residues A54 and A57 were chosen for

Figure 2. a) Hydrogen-bonding network and metal-ion binding in the
IRES subdomain IIa internal bulge. The metal-ion sites Mn1 and Mn2
are 10 J apart. The view of the bulge is rotated by 1808 relative to
Figure 1. b) Interactions of two Mn2+ ions bound at the internal bulge.
Direct coordination (�2.3–2.4 J distance) is observed for Mn1···O2-
(C55) and Mn2···N7(G52). Both metal ions are involved in three
additional water-mediated contacts to the RNA (�3.8–4.4 J distance
of Mn2+ to N or O; see Table S2 in the Supporting Information). Water
molecules are indicated as W.
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replacement with 2AP. The crystal structure of IIa-1 sug-
gested that neither substitution would interfere with metal
binding at Mn1 or correct folding of the RNA. Replacement
of adenine with 2AP at position 57, however, will disrupt one
of the hydrogen bonds to the 2’-OH group of C55 (Figure 2a).
We assumed that the 2AP57-labeled IIa-1 RNA would still
adopt the native architecture as the second hydrogen bond of
2’-OH(C55) to N7(2AP57) is not affected by the 2AP
substitution.

During titration of 2AP-labeled IIa-1 RNA with manga-
nese or magnesium salt, dose-dependent quenching of
fluorescence was observed for both the 2AP54 and 2AP57
constructs. Addition of Mg2+ led to fluorescence reduction of
approximately 30 % over the range of the titration (1 nm–
100 mm), whereas Mn2+ quenched fluorescence by approx-
imately 50 %. In contrast, titrations with monovalent salt did
not induce significant changes in the fluorescence (Figure S8
in the Supporting Information). These findings suggest that
the fluorescent labels at positions 54 and 57 indeed report on
specific binding of divalent cations at the nearby sites Mn1
and Mn2.

Fitting the titration data with binding curves for one-site
or two-site binding models allowed calculation of apparent
dissociation constants for the metal ions (Figure 3 and
Table 1). A two-site binding model was required to fit the
experimental data obtained with 2AP54, whereas a one-site
model was sufficient to describe titrations of 2AP57. These
findings suggest that 2AP54, which according to the three-

dimensional structure is located between the metal sites Mn1
and Mn2, monitors binding of two cations. 2AP57 is in
proximity of only one site (Mn1) and its response thus obeys a
one-site binding model.

Dissociation constants calculated from the titration data
for 2AP54 and 2AP57 (Table 1) are in excellent agreement
with the affinities of Mg2+ observed for, respectively, “strong”
and “weak” binding sites in tRNA.[23] The measured affinities
suggest that both sites represent location-specific chelated
cations that are intrinsic elements of the IIa-1 RNA archi-
tecture.[16,24] Correlation of the fluorescence data with the
crystal structure suggests that Mn1 represents the strong site,
whereas Mn2 is a weak binding site. For Mg2+, binding to
site 1 in the 2AP-57-labeled RNA is about 490-fold tighter
than to site 2. The affinity difference for Mn2+ is 63-fold. Both
metal ions bind with about the same affinity to site 1. The
more pronounced selectivity of site 1 for Mg2+ compared with
Mn2+ is likely to be related to the strong preference of Mg2+

for hard oxygen ligands (such as the O2 atom of C55 in site
Mn1) over soft ligands (such as the N7 atom of G52 in site
Mn2).[23] Mn2+, on the other hand, with its higher polar-
izability and d electrons involved in coordination, shows
lower discrimination between sites involving O or N nucle-
ophiles for coordination.[16]

The affinity of divalent metal ions for site 1 is reduced by
at least one order of magnitude for 2AP57 compared with
2AP54 IIa-1 RNA. The crystal structure shows that replace-
ment of adenine with 2AP at position 57 disrupts one of the
hydrogen bonds that stabilizes C55, which acts as a direct
ligand to metals bound at site Mn1 (Figure 2). The resulting
higher conformational mobility of C55 likely leads to the
observed weakening of metal-ion binding at that site.

Our crystallographic and solution studies of metal-ion
binding to the HCV IRES IIa subdomain show that the
functional architecture of this RNA depends on the presence
of two divalent metal ions that stabilize a right-angled bend at
the intersection of two helices. Structure-guided labeling of
the RNA with the fluorescent base analogue 2AP allowed the
correlation of Mn2+ and Mg2+ ion sites observed in the crystal
with the binding of divalent metal ions in solution. As the bent
architecture of the IIa subdomain is required for the precise
positioning of the IIb hairpin at the 40S ribosomal subunit,[6,7]

the divalent metal ions bound at the internal bulge of IIa are
biologically relevant, intrinsic structural elements of the IRES
RNA fold. Consequently, interference with the divalent metal
ion core of the subdomain IIa bulge, for example, by binding
of a specific ligand, may provide an approach to inhibit
translation of the viral RNA. The presence of two closely
spaced architectural metal ion sites within the highly organ-
ized IIa bulge might facilitate the structure-guided discovery
of ligands that bind specifically to the IIa subdomain while
displacing the cations by exploiting structural electrostatic
complementarity.[25]
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Figure 3. Fluorescence profiles for titrations of 2AP-labeled IIa-1 RNA
(2AP54 and 2AP57) with MnCl2 (left) and MgCl2 (right). Normalized
fluorescence intensity (I0) is plotted versus metal-ion concentration.
Lines represent fits of the experimental data with one-site (2AP57) and
two-site (2AP54) binding models.

Table 1: Dissociation constants (Kd) for the binding of metal ions to 2AP-
labeled IIa-1 RNA.[a]

2AP54 2AP57

Mn2+ Kd1 3.9�2.1M10�5 4.2�2.2M10�4

Kd2 2.5�1.0M10�3 –
Mg2+ Kd1 3.7�2.0M10�5 1.7�0.9M10�3

Kd2 1.8�0.9M10�2 –

[a] Kd values (m) were derived from the fitting of one- and two-binding
site models to the fluorescence titration data shown in Figure 3. Error
ranges indicate 95% confidence intervals of fits. See Supporting
Information for binding-curve equations.
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